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Abstract

This essay is exactly what’s on the tin: a paper offering a few pointers for how freshmen starting

their college years can improve their academic writing skills. While writing for college may

come across as intimidating, keeping a few fundamentals of writing in mind will keep students

grounded as they write. Adding emphasis on the thesis, outlining papers before writing, and

using a variety of sentence types are three tips explained in the essay. A solid thesis can guide

writers through every paper, so focusing on writing an excellent one helps. Outlining the paper

before writing keeps students on topic while organizing their ideas in a logical order. Finally,

using different types of sentences can help add engagement to the essay. Making use of these

three tips will elevate a paper and make it stand out.
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Upon facing the sudden jump from high school to college, the leap in increased

expectations from college courses frightens more than just a handful of freshmen. Whether it be

homework assignments, reports, or exams, writing is a vital skill for any student regardless of

their major or intended career path. This is reflected in every single one of your classes: it’s rare

to encounter a college class that requires no academic writing skills. Despite how daunting a

hurdle academic writing may seem to be, your writing can be transformed from dull to

compelling just by keeping a few tips and tricks in mind the next time you pick up the pen. Three

tips that can strengthen a paper include starting with a strong thesis, organizing your essay ahead

of time, and using varied sentence types as you write.

One of the first things your professor will see when they read your paper is your thesis,

and you’ve got to start strong. This singular statement not only tells the audience what you’re

going to discuss but acts as a guideline for the entire paper. “A thesis statement should show

exactly what your paper will be about, and will help you keep your paper to a manageable topic”

(“How To Write A Thesis Statement”, 2022). The key to an exceptional thesis is to keep it

specific: whether you're clearly stating which side of an argument you're on or summarizing the

findings of your research, the reader needs a clear idea of what is being communicated. A thesis

should never be a known fact or restating the prompt. It’s a narrow, clear-cut statement that

summarizes the entire paper.

Although the thesis is the most important sentence in your paper, outlining the essay

ahead of time is another great way to enhance your writing skills (not only for academic writing,

but all kinds!). Even during timed writing, it’s not hard to at least scribble out your main points

and where you’re going to put them. Organizing your writing like this not only gets your

thoughts in order, but it forces you to stay on topic and keep a focus on the prompt rather than
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going off on unrelated tangents or writing in unnecessary fluff. “Outlines provide a flexibility

that easily accommodates multiple main ideas” (Tanta Student’s Research Academy, 2016). If

any sequence is necessary for your main ideas, writing your main points into an outline allows

the writer to plan the order of paragraphs ahead of time into what makes the most sense. After

outlining, it may become clear that your main points are weak or that your thesis isn’t

defendable. Scrapping bad ideas saves time.

Even the most well-organized papers can sound dull when read- using different sentence

types is one method of adding a lot of engagement and garnering interest. Simple, compound,

complex, and compound-complex: it’s vital to know your toolbox before starting a job, and

writing sentences is no exception! Compound sentences combine your ideas, and they give an

equal sense of importance to both. Complex sentences are great for showing a relationship

between two different ideas while preventing the use of choppy sentences. When applying the

use of different sentence types, more complex ideas and points can be weaved together to form

stronger sentences that provoke more thought. It can even be used to emphasize simple

sentences. Don’t keep it simple, stupid!

With lots of practice, these tips often become second nature to a majority of students

slaving away at their laptops for their evil college professors. Keeping to a specific thesis, sorting

out your ideas ahead of time, and applying different kinds of sentences will lift any essay to a

higher quality. Although these aren’t the only essential fundamentals to writing, they’re a solid

start for seniors in high school anticipating piles upon piles of lengthy papers in the years to

come. Tips like these are helpful for the years beyond college, too: it’s hard to find a career that

doesn’t require some form of writing.


